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CLUB NEWS 

 
Upper Pitts 

At long last, the extension door has been fitted, and we can now go ahead with fitting this out as a workshop. It is intended to 

build a new double shower in the old workshop, for ladies priority use, and also install a built-in tackle cupboard, with a locked 

section for stores and expedition tackle. This will have the same lock as the main HQ door, and we will probably keep the cave 

keys there, for members’ use and convenience. It has proved to be expensive to replace the locks, so we will stay with the present 

keys. Members who currently hold HQ keys are asked to inform a Committee Member, so that a tally can be kept. Copies cost us 

45p so anyone requiring a key should tender 50p for this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glyn Bolt putting the finishing touches to the main extension doors. 

 

Photo: Phil Hendy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian Jones 

Members will be sad to hear of the recent death of Brian, who had been a member for several years. He had suffered from 

indifferent health for some time. 

 

Shatter Cave Leader 

Phil Hendy has become an approved leader for this cave, and Aubrey Newport has resigned. 

 

Theft 

A sum of money was stolen from Upper Pitts recently, and there is reason to believe that it could have been taken by a member. 

So be on your guard, and don’t leave valuables lying around. 

 

Sales 

Further supplies of sweat shirts and ‘crange’ boots are being ordered. 

 

1978 AGM and Dinner 

Members are reminded that these events will be held on October 21st. Since last years ‘do’ was such a success, the same venues 

and caterers will be used. 

 

Photo-Album 

Phil Hendy is putting together a second volume of club photographs. If anyone has suitable pictures, he would like to have them. 

Please write the date, place, and names of members lightly on the backs. The existing album always causes great interest when it 

is displayed, and photographs provide the club with a pictorial history, especially when we can see how Whatsisname has aged, or 

become more prosperous-looking. 

 

Expedition 

Several members are thinking of visiting Iceland in 1979 or later. If anybody has advice or is interested in going could they 

contact Jeff Price (address inside front cover). 

 

Blizzard 

Almost two dozen members and guests, including a party from Portchester School, were marooned at Upper Pitts following the 

blizzard on February 18th. After stripping Wally’s food cupboard of anything edible (a lot was left!) two parties struggled to 

Wells on Monday, while the council dug their snow ploughs out, and with the help of local contractors, began a round the clock 

effort to clear the roads. After alcoholic inducement, a path was cleared into Upper Pitts car park in the early hours of Wednesday 

morning, but not before all the cars had been taken across the fields to the lane below Eastwater Farm. A rapid thaw began on 

Wednesday to assist the road clearing efforts. Living at the HQ was a little crowded and monotonous, but many braved the 

weather to look at the local surroundings and visit local inns. High winds on Saturday and Sunday had caused the snow to drift in 
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most places to wall-top height, but in places drifts were 10ft or higher. Swildon’s Hole continued to take a fair stream, and 

Eastwater, Sludge and Nine Barrows were all obscured by snow. The location of Sludge Pit could not be identified with certainty. 

Minneries and Waldegrave Pools were frozen to a depth of several inches. The following weekend, melt water had caused most 

caves to be very wet, and the few who came to Mendip enjoyed some very sporting caving. Upper Pitts remained warm 

throughout, and the roof let in very little snow. Unfortunately, the extension doors, which had been delivered the previous week, 

were stacked up indoors, so that part of the building had a large drift in it. An emergency store, containing cards, games, radio and 

tips for cooking left overs and neoprene might be useful in the event of a similar incident in the future. 

 

New Members 

We welcome the following new members, elected at the March Committee Meeting: 

David N. Brook, Nautical Hall of Residence, Plasmawr Road, Fairwater, CARDIFF. 

Nigel Graham, 60 Williams Avenue, Wyke Regis, Weymouth, DORSET. 

David E. Grant, 54 West Coker Road, Yeovil, SOMERSET. 

Andrew Lever, 23 Hanover Road, Norwich, NORFOLK. 

Ian D.C. Rutherford, The Nursery, Marlborough Lane, Swindon, WILTS. 

Peter W. Slater, 2 Parkside Green, LEEDS LS6 4NY. 

 

THE FACELESS COMMITTEE REVEALED 

 

Following several remarks from members that they wouldn’t recognise a Committee member if they met one - apparently we’re 

not the only ones who look haggard and hunted - it was decided to publish a group photo, and brief notes on each current member 

of this august band. 

 

Roger Robinson Joined the Wessex 6 years ago, after caving for several years before that. Now in his second year as Chairman, 

his business commitments do not allow him to be on Mendip as often as he would like, but this does not entirely prevent him from 

venturing underground whenever possible. 

 

Phil Hendy Has been caving for 12 years, with SVCC and UNCC, the last 6 years have been spent as a Wessex member. Trips to 

major British caving regions and Belgium, plus two Club expeditions to Spain. Occasionally ventures into caving humour (his 

opinion) and is still (relatively) active as a caver. Interested in digging and cave photography, and is aware of caving politics. 

 

Ian Jepson Has been a caver for 14 years. Joined Wessex from Beechen Cliff Speleos in 1966. Still caves occasionally. Main 

interest is improving social relations with Priddy residents. Has caved in Belgium, France and Spain. 

 

Barry Wilkinson Since joining the Wessex about 6 years ago, Barry has been an active diver and digger, notably on Eastern 

Mendip. He also has experience of many caves in other parts of the British Isles. Barry has been a committee member for 2 years. 

 

Brian Hansford A Wessex member for many years, Brian does not cave as often as he would like, but this does not stop him 

from taking his duties as Gear Curator seriously. He is also quite adept at obtaining slave labour when necessary to make the 

ladder which is gradually attaining the total length thought necessary by the Club. 

 

Jeff Price Has been caving with the Wessex for 7 years, and has caved in Spain and Ireland. Also a member of CDG. 

 

Dave Walker Started caving 7 years ago on Mendip, and has since caved in France, Clare and various regions of Britain. Interests 

include any place where there is limestone, cave biology and digging. 

 

Paul Hadfield First descended a cave (Sell Gill) in the Year of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Sixty Two, and has been affected 

by it ever since. Almost recovered during a period in the Far East when precluded by circumstances from going down holes, but 

relapsed on return to Europe. Was also for a period addicted to climbing as well as caving, and has visited numerous foreign parts 

in pursuit of the former as well as the latter. Is shortly to work in Canada for two years. 

 

Barry Gay One of our newer members, Barry has done a lot of construction and maintenance work at Upper Pitts, as well as 

caving regularly in all sizes of Mendip caves. He also has experience of other caving regions, and is in his second year on the 

Committee. 

 

Rob Harper Caver and Diver. Started caving 9th July 1968 (!) Joined Wessex 1970. Extensive experience throughout Britain. 

Still active. Expeditions to Switzerland and France. Also a member of CDG and Black Maggot CG. 

 

John Ham Joined the Wessex in 1971, through the Friday-nighters. Has been on the Committee for several years, and frequently 

leads novice trips. John has recently resigned for personal reasons, but this does not mean an end to his caving or to the work he 

puts in on the HQ. 

 

Rich Websell Started caving 1971. Wessex member for 4 years. Active caver, digger and diver. Explorations made in Britain, 

Ireland, Spain and Belgium. Also a member of CDG and BCRA. 
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Marion Gay Although only a very recent member, Marion has been a regular guest at Upper Pitts for many years. Most of her 

caving has been with Barry Wilkinson. Co-opted to the Committee to act as joint Hut Wardress after Paul’s departure. 

 

Beth Yates Elected in 1976, Beth is a regular at Upper Pitts, and has caved in most parts of the UK. Rejoices in the epithet 

‘Bionic Tortoise’, which is becoming less appropriate as time goes by. Co-opted as joint Hut Wardress, following her 

unsuccessful bid to join the Committee at the last AGM. Beth is occasionally tempted to lend a hand at digs, but is mainly a 

sporting caver. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

As author of the article “A Mushroom with a View” (WCC Jour. 170 Vol. 14 pl65) I think Oliver Lloyd’s letter (WCC Jour. 171 

Vol. 15 p4) on the subject is misleading. 

 

Ecologically there is no reason to assume that the species of fungus found at the Priddy Green Stream dig is the same as the one 

found at the Sidcot Dig as the habitats and substrates are very difficult. The fungus at the Priddy Green Stream dig was growing 

near to the surface on sacking and the fungus at the Sidcot dig is a long way from the surface growing on wood. 

 

Identification of many Basidiomycete fungi growing on wood is possible by their mycelium alone although not normally the case 

with the Coprinus species. For the Sidcot dig fungus, however, I can quote E.M. Wakefield and R.W.G. Dennis (Common British 

Fungi. Gawthorn Ltd. p209): 

 

“C. radians ............. on old logs, arising from a conspicuous, tawny brown, shaggy mycelium, in autumn, not uncommon ...........  

 ..................... The species is characterised by the production of abundant, tawny brown (ozonium) mycelium on the logs on 

which it grows. C. domesticus is a somewhat similar species which grows on damp plaster, damp carpets, etc.” 

 

Plate LXXXII fig. 4A in the same book shows the sterile ozonium state on wood which anyone who has seen the fungus would 

recognise. 

 

The Sidcot dig fungus eventually produced sporophores. None of these ephemeral structures were taken out of the cave but in situ 

the diameter of their caps was about 1 inch. For C. domesticus J.Ramsbottom (Handbook of the larger British Fungi, Taylor and 

Francis 1923 p83) gives the cap diameter as 3 inches. 

 

However, many authors do differ on the topic of Coprinaceae taxonomy and it’s not a favourite of mine, so as many months ago 

Alison Hooper affectionately christened the fungus ‘Fred’ perhaps this is the most suitable name. 

Yours faithfully, 

D.A. Walker 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

I read today in Journal No. 171 the interesting comments on Bluewater Rope under “Equipment Notes”. They are unfortunately 

misleading, so I hope this information is of interest: 

 

Firstly, Dick Newell is most definitely still running Bluewater. The origins of P.M.I. are confused; but suffice to say that someone 

who was involved in making Bluewater has now joined P.M.I. 

 

Secondly, P.M.I. has not yet reached a consistency of manufacture that would in any way make it a competitor of BW. In a report 

of rope tests carried out by A. Knott & Assoc., of Denver, Colorado: “The BW III sample had a low break of 62801bs, and a high 

break of 63651bs. The P.M.I. rope ranged from a low of 5560 to a high of 60801bs.” The variation of quality in the P.M.I. rope is 

obvious. In addition, the P.M.I. rope has a generally lower extension at break; implying a reduced capacity to hold a shock load. 

 

Finally, the flaws reported in some batches of BW refer only to surface defects - generally less care being taken in finishing off 

joins in the sheath. There is no evidence to show that this affects the dynamic (or static) strength of the rope. 

Yours faithfully, 

Mike Cowlishaw 

MENDIP NEWS 

 

Cadbury Mine Shaft 

A mine shaft near Cadbury Hill Fort, Congresbury, recently opened up. Tony Jarratt and BEC members found it to be about 150ft  

deep and in a very good state of preservation. Plans were afoot to include a gate in the capping to make an ideal free hanging SRT 

practice pitch, however the shaft was fully concreted over. 

 

Penny Farthing Dig 

Before joining the Wessex recently Dave Morrison and Dennis Wheeler spent over a year excavating the stream sink 40 yards 

south of Blake’s Farm Swallet, near Oakhill. They found about 30ft of rifts running just below the surface but no way on down. 

 

Pitten Street Slocker 

This site near Leigh-on-Mendip was worked during the summer of 1977 by the Frome Underground Cavity Karst Investigation 

Team (?) after their assault on Park Corner Swallet (Descent No. 37 p 43). Advantages: West Country Bitter at The Bell. 

 

Disadvantages: Ginormous nettles, raw sewage, constraints put on digging techniques by proximity of road and local residents, 

horse flies and the self-filling nature of the dig. About 15ft of progress was made in mud and boulders with airspace continuing 

before the autumn rains filled the dig in again. 
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Dave Mitchell’s comment still stands: “It is known by many cavers and has defied entry to them all” (MCG Jour. 1962 p36). 

 

Horseshoe Hole 

Hangover merchants at Upper Pitts are regularly rounded up on Sundays to work this site near Gurney Slade. The dig was 

reopened to its original length (about 30ft) and the entrance enlarged considerably before starting at the end. 

 

Longwood Swallet 

WCC members have been extending Reynold’s Passage over the last ten months. The stream in Reynold's Passage sinks in the 

floor soon after the start, to reappear again at the base of a tight vertical squeeze: Fanny‘s Rift, the C-shaped Squeeze. 40ft of 

progress has been made beyond this by enlarging the narrow (down to 4 inches in places) rift leading off which takes the stream. 

Work continues. 

 

 

NEWS FROM OTHER REGIONS 

 

YORKSHIRE 

 

Leck Fell This will be closed in April, May and June. 

 

Birks Fell This is also closed for the season. People going down Mongo Gill are asked to be sure that they have permits. 

 

Goyden Pot For access, please contact the solicitors Mellor, Braggins & Co. (attention of Mr. P.H. Chapman) 5 Ridgefield, 

Manchester M2 FU2. 

 

WALES 

 

Draethen Forest All visits to the mines must be notified to the Forester first. This is not to get permission, but because failure of a 

party to do so some years ago resulted in a police callout. 

 

Little Neath River Cave The boulders in Bouncing Boulder Chamber have started bouncing again. Please take care when 

traversing it. 

 

Parc Mine, Llanrwst The Forestry Commission (N. Wales) intends to fill the mine in. CNCC officers will be investigating. 

 

OFD II Permits to enter OFD II should be obtained from: Miss D. Samuel, 4 Brent Court, Church Road, London W7 3BZ. 

 

DEVON 

 

Baker’s Pit Cave The County Council are soon to begin reinforcing the entrance pipes, and will dig a new shaft into the ‘old’ 

one. Access control will be in the hands of the DCRO; Devon clubs may hold their own keys, and a postal system will be arranged 

for others. A very full account of the access problem is published in DSS Journal 118 (Feb 1978), which is in the Library. 

 

Vandalism The gate to Pridhamsleigh Cave has been broken and completely removed - before the cave was even due to be 

locked! Vandals have also damaged the grille and locks of Rift Cave. Worst of all, the power supply to Joint Monitor Cave was 

cut off when an electricity pole was felled with a chain saw. This resulted in the death of the blind cave fish kept in the cave, and 

cost the Pengelly Cave Studies Trust £130 to replace the pole. 

 

Bat Census Now that bats, particularly the declining Greater Horseshow, are protected by law, it is important to know how many 

survive, so that the growth or otherwise of the population can be monitored. Will members who see bats while caving in Devon 

please count them (without disturbing them) and send details to: John Hooper, 34 Richmond Road, Staines, Middlesex. 

Appararently reports of caves where no bats are seen will also be of value. 

 

Dog Hole Plymouth CG have forced a series of squeezes (one wet) and crawls, interspersed with a chamber about 45ft long, to 

enter a well-decorated chamber about 45ft long, 30ft wide, and 15-35ft high. 

 

 

YORKSHIRE MEETS 

 

Pots booked for the next few months are: 

 

May 28th Washfold Pot 

June 24th Pippikin Pot 

July 22nd Lost John’s 

 

For further details contact the Caving Secretary (address inside front cover). 
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“LES ASTICOTS NOIRS” or “HOW WE WENT TO FRANCE” 

 

Rob Harper 

 

The following is an account of how Paul Hadfield, Dingo and I went to the Pyrennees in the summer of 1977. 

 

Perhaps at this juncture it would be as well to explain ‘Dingo’. He was an Australian (called Ian Lewis) that we met in the Hunters 

about 2 weeks before we left for France who not only expressed a willingness to come with us but who managed to make all the 

necessary arrangements to fly out and liaise with us He was on a sort of caving world tour and was in Britain for the International 

Congress. As to his job, well, he was always a little bit vague about, but by the end of the trip we had narrowed it down to 2 fields, 

he was either an itinerant boomerang polisher or the man who lifts the male kangaroos on and off when they start to get too old. 

 

The area that we visited was a rough triangle almost on the Spanish border which has as its points Pic d’Anie, Pic Soum Couy and 

the high-level meadow known as the Pescamou. This is an exciting area of extremely rugged lapiaz containing the Tete Sauvage 

and SC3 entrances to the Pierre as well as the Anialarra system. 

 

Our original intention was to go out and descend Anialarra and to this end we had equipped ourselves with provisions and gear for 

up to 5 days underground. The reason why we never managed to do this was that in order to complete this task, we should have 

had to use the fixed tackle in the cave which is left all summer for the use of the Spanish and French cavers who have an annual 

camp there. The Dutch cavers that we met informed us that the Spaniards intended de-tackling the cave in the near future, hence 

as we did not fancy spending 4 days in the cave only to come out and find that someone had removed all the tackle from the 

entrance pitches we had to content ourselves with prospecting in the regions around the base of the Pic d’Anie.. Now on with the 

narrative:- 

 

FRIDAY 19th August:- Just before midnight I arrived at Paul’s digs in Stevenage and was amazed to find Dingo there, stranded 

in Britain by the air workers’ strike. However there was little or no time to sit and chat and my kit was swiftly transferred to 

Hadfield’s car and we were on our way to Dover. 

 

20th:- We had done about 8 miles of our journey before a terrible thought struck me, it took another ½ mile to pluck up the 

courage to tell Paul that I had left my helmet under the back seat of my car. Our return was not greeted with cries of delight by his 

landlord and landlady. 

 

Dover loomed out of the gloom at 05.00. The highlight of our arrival there was Paul’s unerring ability when faced with 2 docks at 

opposite ends of the town to choose the wrong one. The galling bit about it all was that before anyone told us we were almost on 

the ship. An uncomfortable night was spent in the car. 

 

We landed at Dunkirk at midday, drove to Lille where we delivered some wet-suits and had a very alcoholic lunch with the 

Armand family who constitute 75% of the Speleo Orions caving group. 

 

Then on into the night in an attempt to make Poitiers - stopped about 15 km short in a camping layby (This apparently had ½" 

grass over solid concrete, hence the tent was tied to 2 trees, 3 Karrimor haulsacs, 1 rucksack and 2 car doors. We got some funny 

looks from the fanatically organised German and Dutch caravaners who shared the lay-by). 

 

21st:- An almost uneventful day’s driving took us to Pau and from there on the scenery became steadily more impressive as we 

drove up to the high level ski resort of Arette Pierre St. Martin. There I made my first acquaintance with the ‘Relais’ bar. 

 

The weather was bad with cold wind and driving rain so after a quick coffee we pushed on up the track to the Pescamou - a further 

2 km just about negotiable by car. Swiftly we pitched my tent, a small featherweight Vango, took a quiet walk up the mountain 

then headed back to the Relais for an evening meal. Impromptu 4-part harmony by the local Basque shepherd choir added to our 

enjoyment. 

 

22nd:- On this day we started to backpack our loads up to the high campsite on Pic d’Anie. In the driving rain and sleet with a 

visibility of somewhere about 4 m we succeeded in getting Paul’s tent and our spare sleeping kit settled in. 

 

En route we met a party of Dutch cavers who had camped up on the Pic for a fortnight and were getting out because of the 

continuous bad weather that they had been experiencing. They all looked dead-beat and glad to be getting away. After pitching the 

camp we scampered down the mountain to the Relais for a meal and a natter with the Dutch before they left for the Land of the 

Clog. 

 

At closing time, (an elastic hour but normally around 9.30 p.m.), we staggered out into the night and groped our way back to the 

tent with its warm dry clothing, sleeping bags etc. 

 

On arrival we found that Ian had arrived and was fast asleep in the tent rolled up against the wall Accordingly we gave him a little 

push from the outside accompanied by encouraging comments relating to parentage, nationality and private habits. Ian then said 

“OINK!!” in an accent that was not readily recognisable even by the most charitable, as Australian. Hastening around to the front, 

Paul and I gazed in through the tattered remnants of the doors at 3 large pigs. I gave the situation several moments of intense 
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cogitation, in a professional capacity, before deciding that the correct course of action was the application of a size 10 mountain 

boot to the offending posteriors. It worked. 

 

However the tent was uninhabitable, so we bivouacked in a ski-lift control hut which leaked like a sieve. Paul had a very 

uncomfortable night without any sleep while I only managed fitful dozing until dawn. 

 

23rd:- At dawn we packed 2 large loads up onto the lapiaz to the tent which we had set up the day before. On arrival we found 

several inches of snow as well as a slightly skew tent. This was soon modified and we sprinted off down again. During this 

journey, time was taken by the ever-frugal Hadfield to check through the rubbish- heap of the Belgian expedition (it really is quite 

amazing what these wealthy foreigners will throw away e.g. whole packets of unused candles, rolls of unused lavatory paper (we 

hope!), miles of string and other goodies). Incidentally the Dingo later went through this heap and found even more worthwhile 

stuff, which must say something for the Australian culture. After picking up a couple of small loads we made our final journey to 

the top camp and settled in ready to start work next day. 

 

24th:- This morning dawned absolutely perfect with clear blue skies and a hint of frost. Sitting outside in our ‘Rupert suits’ for 

breakfast was sheer heaven after the weather we had been having. 

 

After the aforementioned breakfast we hung our clothes out to dry then pushed off up Pic d’Anie to investigate some holes that 

Paul had noticed in ‘76. These proved to be fairly short varying in length/depth from 50' to 100'. 

 

Whilst I was down the first of these Paul gave a joyous burst of vile abuse and sexual innuendo thus indicating that a person with 

whom he was friendly had just come within earshot (this is a variable distance but can be taken as exceeding 50 metres) and lo 

and behold the Dingo had arrived. He was amazed at our progress since he had assumed that in the inclement weather we would 

be sitting in the tent waiting for a break and hence had hired a car in Pau and taken himself off for a tour of the Pyrenees. 

 

The formalities of greetings were quickly over and Ian was free to play around in the snow (he’d never actually touched any 

although he had viewed it from a distance, apparently they don’t get much in the Nullarbor Desert). Paul and I continued looking 

at various small holes that did not go anywhere for the next few hours then we called it a day and trooped down to the Relais for 

an evening meal. 

 

This meal was notable for several things. First was Ian’s introduction to Izarra Verbe, the local brand of firewater. He drained his 

glass, paused for a second then gasped in a hoarse, strangled manner, "Christ, I wouldn’t pour this stuff on open cuts!" Second 

was the fact that we all got drunk to a lesser or greater degree, Hadfield, having I suspect, learned a lot of his French in bars and 

the like, became more and more fluent as the evening wore on. I did not realise that he was as much under the influence as the rest 

of us until he started doing aeroplane imitations while leaping over gullies and shafts on the walk back up to the high camp on a 

beautiful starlit night. 

 

25th:- Paul and Ian went back to Pau to return Ian’s hire car. Paul was needed in order to explain why Ian had cut out one of the 

windows (for those who might be interested, he had locked himself out of the car with the engine still running in the middle of a 

busy Pyrenean town). During this epic feat I stayed in camp and festered whilst fighting off a dose of diarrhoea. 

 

26th:- Ian and I decided to do just a little bit of Annialarra so we spent a strenuous 3 hours doing the first 4 pitches of this grim 

and somewhat foreboding pot. 

 

Earlier in the day we had bottomed a shaft near the path on the walk in to the camp which choked at about -30 m. 

 

Once again the weather had started to turn bad and that night we were treated to a really superb thunderstorm with associated gale 

force winds. 

 

27th:- We all spent the day prospecting on the lapiaz and dropped 3 promising shafts all of which were choked by either snow or 

rock debris. Two days before I had stirred from my bed of sickness to go for a walk for a couple of hours in the afternoon and had 

found a vast doline which must have been all of 200' in depth. Dingo attempted to climb up into what looked like a small cave 

opening about halfway up one wall and then, having ascertained that it was not a cave, found that he could not get back down. 

“Just hang on”, I said “I’ll whip up this piece of rock here and give you a hand from the top”. Thus we managed to have not one 

but two cavers stranded about 100' from solid ground on cliff faces in the Pyrenees. Luckily I was eventually able to extricate 

myself, go round and give Ian the verbal encouragement that he needed (the usual sort of thing that one says in these situations, 

“Don’t fall on your wallet”. “You needn’t think this is going to get you out of cooking the meal tonight”, etc. etc.). 

 

An epic boulder-trundling session finished the day, suffice it to say that a 2 ton boulder trundled into a 200' shake hole is an 

almost orgasmic pleasure for devotees of this pastime. 

 

28th:- This day we moved the camp down from Pic d’Anie to a site near the Tete Sauvage entrance to the Pierre in abysmal 

weather, and had our evening meal in the Relais which was only 40 minutes walk away. 

 

29th:- The weather was foul so we took the day off and went shopping for a beret in Tardetz. 
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30th:- Hadfield’s diary, which I am using to prompt my memory, devotes about 4 lines of his tiny squiggly writing to what turned 

out to be one of the most entertaining days we spent. 

 

First of all we awoke to find another fabulous day and so it was decided to go and have a look at SC 104, a shaft found by the 

B.E.C. in ‘76 which was still going when they had to leave, although the French were enlarging it with a little bit of chemical 

hammer. Anyway, after a quick meal, Paul packed up his kit and with a cry of “Follow the red markers”; disappeared over the hill 

in what Ian and I were fairly sure was the wrong direction. So we set off in another direction (also wrong as it turned out), and 

ended up on a small island of rock sticking up out of the lapiaz trying to decide where we were, (we had the only map), and 

waiting while Ian succumbed 2-nil to his bowels. A quick perusal of the scenery revealed Paul steaming into camp obviously 

wondering where the hell we were, so we shouted, jumped about, waved our arms, shouted, jumped about etc until Paul saw us. 

He stiffened visibly, took a huge breath and shouted. Several seconds later it reached us “What the f-k are you doing there?” By 

this time we were too hoarse to do anything and it took Paul 2 hours to rendezvous with us, all-in-all taking 5 hours to find the 

cave. 

 

Then the fun started, Paul and I went down and rigged the second pitch (the first being 30 to 40 very jagged metres) which had 

been found but not, descended the year before. This pitch was reached by ten feet of tortuous passage somewhat reminiscent of 

the last ten feet of Blue Pencil, being tightish with a couple of right- angle bends and a very tight squeeze to get out onto the pitch. 

Paul rigged the pitch and descended after giving his descendeur a salutary talking-to regarding the advisability of jamming at 

crucial moments. He found that it was about 50m and choked, so he came back (not daft, old Paul!), only to find that he could not 

get back through the squeeze. To cut a long story short he did eventually get back and lay in the passage giving a fair imitation of 

a chronic asthmatic who has just run an Olympic 1500m in the middle of an attack, but then it was my turn to twitch from my 

station 18 inches in front of him, “Paul”, I said quietly, trying to keep a note of hysteria out of my voice, “the walls are shaking”. 

By this time there was in fact a noticeable shaking of the walls occurring but by the time Hadfield came to feel them there was 

nothing, and it was only by careful listening to the local radio next day that we found out that there had been a minor local earth 

tremor. Ian came down later helping us out with the tackle, and so home to camp and an absolutely phenomenal sunset. 

 

31st:- We were going to leave early but Paul and Ian investigated a shaft nearby. It went to another and finally choked at about -

70m. 

 

Then we packed up our stuff and in 1½ carries had it all back down to the car. We set sail for home via the campsite at Licq where 

we had our first real wash for 10 days. 

 

1st September:- We drove to Padirac and had a look round the show cave - quite impressive. 

 

* * * * * * * * *  
EQUIPMENT ETC:- 

 

As has been stated at the beginning, our original intention was to bottom Annialarra and as such we were prepared to spend up to 

5 days underground, and the equipment was chosen with this in mind. 

 

The following is some comment on several of the things that we took and is not meant to be an exhaustive study but I thought that 

it might be of some help to anyone who might be thinking of going there. 

 

A) Equipment:- 

 

i) Clothing:- 

a) The Rupert suit:- These were worn in some form or other by all 3 of us and were essentially a thermal pile one-piece 

suit which was found to be almost invaluable for sleeping in. Paul and Ian got theirs from Government surplus 

stores (high altitude flying underwear) and I got mine by begging a load of scraps from the manufacturers of the 

commercial article and badgering my mother into sewing me one. 

b) Boiler suits:- each of us had a different make. The ‘Ghar Parau’ suit that Paul had was the best, although the suit 

that Dingo got in ‘Caving Supplies’ in Buxton ran it a very close second and would have been vastly improved by 

the addition of a hood. My ‘Spock Suit’ bought in Rocksport wore very badly and showed little or no resistance to 

normal caving wear and tear, however it did come in useful as a one-piece waterproof suit for walking up and down 

the mountain. 

 

ii) Hardware:- 

a) Descendeurs:- Paul and I both used ‘Goldilocks’ racks and found them very good. Ian used an Australian make of 

rack with little or no trouble. 

b) Rope:- While we did take a lot of SRT rope with us we only used my ‘Interalp speleo rope’ to any great amount, 

mainly because it was cheap and hence expendable if necessary. It performed quite well and whilst not as good as 

Bluewater, particularly on abrasion resistance, it has a place on a trip like this in the role in which it was used i.e. for 

shaft potting, as when doing this the abrasion rarely occurs at the same place twice (anyway the rope was always as 

carefully padded as possible). It is significantly cheaper and can therefore be thrown away at the end of the trip. 
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B) Food:- 

 

We asked Alison Hooper, who knows about these things, to prepare rations for 5 days underground, which could be easily carried 

with us. Accordingly she did a lot of hard work and came up with a likeable and varied diet, I make just two points: 

i. The Batchelors dried meats that she obtained were very good indeed and when mixed in with the dried vegetables 

made acceptable stews and we all thoroughly recommend them. 

ii. She also obtained for us dried full-fat milk - (‘Ostermilk’ to be exact). Now I don’t know what babies think of it but 

we found it was just about inedible, and that the flavour of Nestles condensed milk more than compensated for its 

extra weight. 

 

C) Medicine:- 

 

As a practicing vet, this side of the arrangements had been left to me and I worked out a fairly efficient medical kit for this sort of 

expedition that will pack down into a small ammo-can, if anyone wishes further details they can write to me directly. 

 

However, at some time or another we were all struck down by a non-specific traveller’s tummy type of diarrhoea and for this sort 

of thing I have found that the best treatment appears to be a drug called LOMOTIL® which I think, has to be obtained on 

prescription but is really a must in any expedition’s first-aid kit. 

 

[Editor’s note]: Pozo Edtella is the recently recognised name for Anialarra. The entrance is just on the Spanish side of the border. 

 

 

 

IRAN 77 (in brief) 

 

Bob Lewis 

 

Readers will not be burdened, in this very condensed report, with details of the journey out (an adventure in itself). After 18 days’ 

travel Mike Jay (SVCC) negotiated the narrow track, emphatically not suitable for motor-coaches, which runs for 30 miles below 

the Eastern spurs of Kuh-e-Shahu; the summit ridge was distantly visible through the afternoon haze. So much for that. 

 

Initial reconnaissance up the steep spur above base by Dave Viggers and Phil Rust located a major high-altitude settlement 

(Hanyeh) with a water supply. The following day most of us got our first sight of the main karst plateau as various parties left with 

loaded mules. Despite atrocious living-conditions and a stinking water-supply, a strong SRT team (Martyn Farr, Sally Bayliss, 

Pete Francis - SWCC; Tony Maddison - Wolverhampton CG; and Dave Morris - CDG) descended the French discovery (Gouffre 

Cyrus le Grand) in an 18-hour epic, to a depth of c. 1,000' - there were few signs of other visitors, but a rope was found on the last 

pitch. Muddy ropes were a serious problem and the pot was generally termed “unpleasant”. 

 

During the period which followed, other members began to find their feet. A feature which attracted popular attention was Darreh 

Surtu, the gorge downstream from base, which led by way of wading through evaporating pools to three miles of dry stream-bed 

with impressive springs at the far end. Leopards were present in some numbers but tended to keep to themselves. 

 

Eventually most members were lured W to the slopes of the summit ridge (we spent a pleasant day scrambling to the top at about 

11,000’) We were now involved in a walk of 9 miles to the minor settlement at Chilaneh and mules were becoming more 

expensive to hire. When this area proved more fruitful, hopes rose, though nothing of great depth was found. 

 

On an excursion to the N, Pete Glanvill (Cerberus). M. Farr, D. Morris and Sally Bayliss stumbled on a fine area of karst close to 

the summit ridge, vindicating those who had recommended searches in this direction. Flowing water and scattered entrances, 

added to the more equable climate of the cwm in which they lay, guaranteed enthusiasm notwithstanding the 12-mile walk to base. 

Apart from those already named, Andy Dawe and Geoff Richings (SMCC & EGONS), Tony Maddison, and John Elliott (Leader, 

RFoDCC) were involved in the initial explorations which included Ogof=Ghar Bendwr (a large gulf taking a stream close to the 

camp); Carlton Pot (named after Dave Morris’s bicycle); Ghar Shahbanou (a very deep entrance-drop which was originally 

thought to be of 500' leading to further descents); and the fine Crystal Pot, first descended by Geoff Richings and Andy Dawe. 

 

Doug Macfarlane (SVCC) and I outpaced the muleteers on our ascent to Chilaneh where we discovered Geoff Richings in 

residence at “the cave” surrounded by food and equipment. Most of the fleas abandoned by the kurds (departed to spend winter at 

lower villages) gravitated to this site for food, adding to the displeasure suffered at the instigation of the rodents which openly and 

unashamedly devoured our more desirable stocks heedless of our remonstrances. It was an ecosystem from which we derived no 

obvious benefit and “Advance Camp” was a refreshing change. 

 

While the SRT exponents continued work in the main caves, Pete Glanvill and I explored Ghar Se Rah, a potentially interesting 

cave near the head of the limestone bluff containing Ghar Shahbanou. Pete was convinced that this fed into Shahbanou but it took 

us some time to get there, by a roundabout route which began after the fashion of a Clare crabwalk, descended several tiny pitches 

and began to open out in a zone of verticals. An exciting trip with ladders (and Doug Macfarlane) resulted in descent of a fine 90' 

shaft to a ledge above an echoing vertical in excess of 100' in depth. This in fact was the entrance shaft of Shahbanou, with which 

Dave Morris, Martyn and Sally completed an “exchange” a few days later. Shahbanou itself was examined by various parties (not 
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including the writer) and gave pitches of 80', 40', 210', 35', 110'and 150'. It is estimated to be c.1000' deep (including Se Rah 

which was the higher entrance). The survey was completed by Barry Weaver (Chelsea SS) and Geoff Richings after several visits. 

The tight wet terminal passage was attempted by Phil Rust and Tony Maddison after Martyn had declared it “possible”, without 

success. 

 

Despite “Berger-style” passages, Martyn and Dave Morris found that Ogof=Ghar Bendwr ended in a boulder-choke at -500'. The 

entrance, with its threatening ice-plug and dripping snow-tunnels, was most impressive. Doug Macfarlane, scrambling on the 

inclined cliff above, found Ghar Glas, a short shattered system running through the bluff to end in snow about 200' down. Doug’s 

forays down the cwm also produced Surax Kalle (Cave of the Skull) and Cale Mar (Snake Pit), the latter followed via steeply 

inclined passages to a tight squeeze above a pitch, which only Doug was able to pass at first. 

 

Log Extract: “With DMF to Cale Mar. Tempers improved considerably upon descent. Spent c. 1 hour with peg-hammer; much 

scraping of knuckles. Then down split pitch 20'/40'following DMFto head of another pitch, laddered unnecessarily 50' to large hall 

with stal. Down white flow to streamway and upstream horizontally (two inlets) c.500' to aven & an ‘Aladdin’s Cave’. Then up in 

hall some 300'. Way still went on but appeared to choke. DMF down through boulders for 20' to choke. Left tackle in for next go. 

In the evening John Elliott and Steve West (SWCC) arrived with the news that I had to be in Kermanshah by Wednesday to deal 

with documents relating to the coach (which had finally broken down). Mixed feelings, about this.” 

 

On a solo venture, Martyn Farr extended Cal Mar through the dangerous choke below the “hall” and free-climbed as far as an 

overhang in a spacious area beyond. The unexpected bonus brought an overnight party down to a sad conclusion at another 

surface-derived choke, deepening the cave by some 200' but failing to provide the record we had justifiably sought on this 

mountain. 

 

It remains for me to thank all those who supported the expedition, including our very necessary referees: Dr. A. Waltham, Dr. 

W.I. Stanton, Mike Thompson (NHASA), Jim Hanwell FRGS, Phil Hendy (WCC), Dr. Oliver Lloyd (UBSS), Professor E.K. 

Tratman and Dr. M. Newson. Also Chris Hannam (Tackle Officer), and John King (who slaved under the coach regularly during 

the journey out). 

 

* This account does not purport to be authorative or complete - the expedition hopes to present a comprehensive report in a future 

BCR A publication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RENASCENCE SERIES: NOTES ON THE SURVEY 

Trevor Faulkner 

 

The Sidcot Dig and the extension leading from it were surveyed using the writer’s rapid Grade 3 technique on an exploration trip 

on Saturday 10th December 1977, with assistance from Dave Walker and Rich Websell. 

 

Traverse lengths were measured to the nearest 0.5 feet using a fibre tape and bearings taken to the nearest 5° using a Suunto 

diver’s compass aligned along the tape and read from above. All measurements and sketches were recorded by the surveyor whilst 

the assistant located the forward survey station and marked its position using chalk. Vertical ranges and passage dimensions were 

estimated and agreed between the surveyor and the assistant. 

 

Magnetic declination has been taken as 8° W of True North. Traverse lengths were reduced to the horizontal plane using 

Pythagoras and the survey was then plotted graphically at a scale of 1 cm = 12½ ft. to show passage detail and at 1 cm = 50 ft. to 

show the position on the Swildons Master Survey. 

 

As an indication of the accuracy of the survey, a dotted ellipse is drawn around the final station to show its likely maximum error. 

This is based on an overall angular error from Station 1 in Sidcot Passage of up to + 5° and a length error of + 8 ft. (0.5 ft. per 

leg). Station 1 has not been accurately related to previous stations in Sidcot Passage. 

 

The total surveyed and estimated passage length is 520 feet (not reduced to a horizontal plane) of which the dig accounts for 84 

feet. The vertical range from Station 1 (2 feet up the far wall of Sidcot Passage) to Station 16 (on top of flowstone 3 feet above the 

floor of the final chamber) is +3 feet. As all heights and depths were estimated, the error here may be + 10 feet. The total elevation 

relative to the Swildons Longitudinal Section may have an error of + 5 feet. 
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The depth of the base of the dig is 21 feet below Station 1. It rises the same height to the floor of the new passage. The deepest 

part of the extension, also at about -21 ft., is at the end of the side passage which heads towards Damascus. 

 

Right Hand Passage - Renascence and previous Damascus Extensions from a Grade 1 sketch by Pete Moody. 

 

Editor's note; Many members will have heard of this recent significant extension to the South East Inlets in Swildon’s Hole. It’s 

early days for a full description as work is still in progress. 

 

Regarding the name of the series, Alison Hooper explains that Renascence relates to ‘rebirth’ rather than the historical period. 

 

 

 

 
CUCKOO CLEEVES – EXTENSIONS 

 

a) Mark 1 and Mark 2 Digs Al Mills 

b) The Lake 

c) The Mark 1 Dig Saga Continued 

d) The Unnamed Inlet  Pete Moody and Alison Hooper 

e) Updated Survey 

 

a) Mark 1 and Mark 2 Digs Al Mills 

I have put pen to paper and dragged out of my mind from great depths the history of a certain dig, somewhere in the vicinity of the 

centre of the universe. 

 

From what I can recall it started sometime in the early ‘70s. The diggers were Aubrey Newport and myself and our intention was 

to force a passage at the end of the known cave. We called it Mark 1, and although we dug and dug for over a year alas it was to 

no avail - but we did make a dent, along with a bit of a mess. 

 

Although many merry men, large and small, came to offer their services none came more than once or twice, that is except for one 

long haired new lad, who came and came again - a glutton for punishment was he! 

 

‘Now’, we thought, ‘this brave fellow, who could it be?’ So we tossed a digging bucket for who would take a look while he had 

his helmet off, and it was none other than Pete Moody, so our, team of diggers was increased to three. Another year was spent 

increasing the size of the dent, and the mess. 

 

Somewhere along the line Pete decided that there must be an easier route, or possibly a bypass to our Mark 1 dig, and as fortune 

would have it he found Mark 2, some distance back up the passage from Mark 1. 

 

After much argument and discussion, we transferred operations to the new site, and although digging was better than at Mark I it 

did involve a few more problems. There was very little room for stacking spoil, but no matter, we got over this by making pretty 

little walls etc. etc. 

 

Thus we continued for another year, banging and running out of the cave with a big white cloud of smoke chasing us, driven along 

by the strong draught in Mark 2. Progress was very slow and reaching the face of the dig extremely tiresome, especially after a 

few hours drinking in the Hunters. Eventually however we reached a point where a small person might be able to force themselves 

around the corner which could be seen seven feet away, thus saving ourselves another month or so of digging. 

 

It was unfortunate for me that I was unable to dig on the weekend that Mark 2 finally went. Our thanks to Alison Hooper who 

managed to get past the corner under extremely nasty conditions, in the process losing her nether garments. From that day to this I 

have cursed myself for not being present. 

 

The squeeze was accurately called ‘Boots and Buttocks’ and although we opened it to a passable size some still find it tight 

(myself included) and there are times when I wish I had not been so mean with the bang. 

 

So ends my saga of the digs in Cuckoo Cleeves. 

 

b) The Lake Pete Moody and Alison Hooper 

The discovery of the Lake in Cuckoo Cleeves on the 23rd February 1974 came as something of a relief for Alison, who, thinking 

she had found a pitch, accidently tumbled out of the crawl only to plop safely into its clear waters. 

 

Pete took a dip in the Lake three weeks later with a demand valve and Seba bottle. It varies in depth from fifteen to twenty feet 

and the rift in which the Lake is formed continues underwater at the western end where the going is tight - it was not pushed. No 

conclusion was drawn either about the eastern end for, while standing on some jammed boulders preparing to dive, the whole pile 

suddenly gave way and dumped Bob Ellinor, who was to control the line, and Pete unceremoniously into the water. One look at 

the other hanging boulders under which he had been going to dive was sufficient for him to call it a day. 
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Efforts to find a continuation above water have been equally abortive. Chris Murray traversed across the Lake from the Bridge to 

discover a choked inlet, thirty feet above the water level at the western end. At the opposite end there is a solid, but unstable, 

boulder choke reached by a short climb. Through this choke the famous draught blows but through which no caver can follow. 

Whether it marks an inlet or is simply a blockage in the rift which continues beyond is unknown. Attempts have been made to 

clear the choke, initially we were able to dislodge tons of rock and mud simply by poking it from a distance with long rods (an 

exciting pastime, the climb back to the Lake being down the path of the avalanches) but to make further progress explosives are 

needed. At least there is plenty of stacking space for debris in the Lake. 

 

Although this article is rapidly coming to conform with the law that in southern journals the length of article is in inverse 

proportion to the length of new passage being described, some reference must be made about Lake Passage. There has already 

been one rescue call out to help two cavers back from the Lake, and one fears there may be more. Cuckoo Cleeves is a popular 

cave with beginners and there is a danger that inexperienced cavers, spurred on perhaps with their success in the Drainpipe, 

Goatchurch, might try to reach the Lake. We think Dave Irwin and Tony Knibb’s warning in ‘Mendip Underground’ must be 

repeated. The passage is tight, long and intimidating and although a reasonably sized and experienced caver should have no 

problems, a beginner or anyone nervous of squeezes would be ill advised to attempt it. The difference between Lake Passage and 

the Drainpipe can best be compared to the difference to freediving sumps 1 and 3 in Swildons. 

 

Some people have expressed the opinion that Lake Passage should be opened up. We feel that this would be a tragedy, the trip to 

the Lake is made by the approach passage. Cavers who do not like squeezes should not remove them just because they find them 

unpleasant for the same reason that cavers who become ‘gripped’ on climbs should not rig fixed ropes - other cavers may view the 

squeeze, or climb, as an interesting challenge to be overcome. Although fixed ropes can be taken out nobody can replace a 

squeeze once it has been removed. As long as the ‘average caver’ can overcome an obstacle, with difficulty perhaps, there is no 

reason for lessening it. One could argue, correctly, that rescue of an unconscious caver from the Lake would be next to 

impossible, but that is no reason for blasting open the passage, ‘just in case’. If one takes this view where in heavens name do you 

stop making caves safe? 

 

c) The Mark 1 Dig Saga Continued Pete and Alison 

Rather than follow the passage at stream level at Mark 1 Al Mills opened up the rift directly above. Unfortunately some eight feet 

from the chamber the rift petered out and any further digging would have necessitated blasting back down to the stream and 

removing all the cobbles and gravels which blocked the way on. It was at this stage that Mark 2 was discovered and operations 

transferred. 

 

In the summer of ‘73, during a temporary lull in our activities in Cuckoo Cleeves, Tim Large of the BEC became interested in 

Mark 1. It appeared that the stream had been doing its own digging work and that if the slot at the end could be opened up the way 

on would be relatively open. Blasting and digging started in June and continued into July when it became possible to regain the 

stream and follow it for a further 15ft to another blockage. Further work now became very difficult. The rift was still tight and 

because the digger could not turn at the end all the spoil had to be ‘dragged’ 25ft backwards to the chamber to be dumped. The 

site was abandoned. 

 

Last year when Dave Walker and ourselves came to survey Mark 1, we found that the stream had all but refilled the dig and only 

Alison was able to squeeze into the continuation found by the BEC. At the furthest point that they reached the rift is blocked at 

stream level by mud and fill but Alison managed to go beyond this by squeezing along in the roof. This rift is exceptionally tight 

and after a further 20ft it becomes blocked except at floor level where there is a 2 inch high hole through which the stream gurgles 

into the unknown. C’est la fin? 

 

d) The Unnamed Inlet Pete and Alison 

If all discoveries could be made as easily as this one was. While looking around the upper series one day we went along the high 

level inlet marked on the survey. It starts as a rift which after thirty feet becomes too tight except at floor level where the stream 

gravels blocked the crawl, but the passage could be seen opening up some six feet further on. Three weeks later on 26.10.75 we 

returned with an entrenching tool and Adrian Vanderplank. 

 

It took fifteen minutes to break into a hundred feet of walking sized passage leading to a choke c.20 feet below the surface. A few 

stalagmite flows add to the passage’s attraction. 

 

e) The Updated Survey 

The original survey was carried out in March 1968 by Dennis Warburton and Phillip Davis (WCC Jour. 117 pp 79-82). It is 

republished here with the following additions: 

 

The Unnamed Inlet Surveyed by Pete Moody and Alison Hooper to a fair accuracy in April 1977 using the SMCC Fibron tape 

and Suunto compass and clinometer. 

 

Straubrey Boulder In the roof on the original survey, is now on the floor (WCC Jour. 163 p 2). 

 

Mark 1 From a Grade 1 sketch by Alison 15.10.77. 

 

Lake Passage and Lake Surveyed by Pete, Alison and Dave Walker on 15.10.77 using hand held WCC Suunto compass and 
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clinometer and Fibron tape. The survey was also run down to Mark I for accuracy - this part superimposed exactly with the 

original survey. 

 

Surface Features Rough sketch DW. 
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THE BLACK CAVERN, PWLL DU, GWENT, S. WALES 

C.W. Davies 

 

CAVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH SURFACE LANDFORMS 

 

Extensive studies on dolines (swallets, swallow holes, depressions) along the north crop at the South Wales synclinal basin have 

been made by T.M. Thomas (1954a, 1954b, 1973, 1974) and Hartwell and Jones (1964). Opinion is divided as to the dominant 

mechanism involved in doline formation. In South Wales, areas of Carboniferous Limestone are very densely covered with 

dolines and this tends to rule out a single process of formation as being collapse of cave passages. Depressions formed by roof 

collapse into known caves are rare. If collapse is the mechanism of formation then it must be collapse into cavities which have 

formed pipe-like tubes upward towards the surface. This assumes solution from below, so that they must have stopped forming 

when the water table was lowered and any collapse today is initiated by surface seepage. Hartwell and Jones (1966) believe that 

dolines are still forming, so a mechanism of collapse from solution downward is probably dominant. 

 

Dolines are not just confined to the limestone outcrop, they are also common on the Millstone Grit, and much larger in size. 

Millstone Grit is a non-calcareous rock and is not susceptible to solutional erosion and thus the development of caves, although 

Glennie (1952) advocates that freeze-thaw action at depth in the Millstone Grit may form cavities. Therefore Thomas (1974) 

attributes doline formation to the effects of the underlying limestone being transmitted through the grit to the surface. Cavities at 

the top of the limestone may be the result of high initial acidity of the surface run off water. It is difficult to envisage cavern 

collapse as being the origin of doline development as their occurrence is too frequent, and they are not known to conform to a 

pattern of underlying cave passages. In many cases there is a great thickness of Millstone Grit above the Limestone junction up to 

20m in some cases eg. Llangattwg escarpment. No examples of Millstone Grit dolines are known to be the direct result of cavern 

collapse. 

 

Cavities are known to exist at the Millstone Grit limestone junction, notably Pwll y Pasg, Mynydd Llangattwg (SO11 183164) and 

Ogof Cynnes, Mynydd Llangynidr. Valley widening has revealed cavities at the Millstone Grit-Limstone junction on the East 

flanks of the Mellte Valley, Ystradfellte (Burke 1969) (eg. Pulpit Hole). However, no evidence of massive collapse is observed 

extending into the Millstone Grit in these caves indicating the origin of inter-stratal karst doline formation. One other cave is 

known to lie at the Limestone Millstone Grit junction, the Black Cavern, Pwll Du. This cave, which is described in detail here, 

houses evidence for massive collapse in the basal Millstone Grit beds and possibly supplies an example of a halfway stage in the 

formation of an interstratal karst doline. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE BLACK CAVERN 

 

In October 1967 members of the Cwmbran Caving Club discovered a cave situated partially within the Millstone Grit at Pwll Du 

Quarry, Govilon, near Abergavenny (Figure 1). To the writers knowledge it is the only known cave to be found in the Millstone 

Grit of South Wales. As a shallow depth cave lying close to the Carboniferous Limestone junction it could be considered a 

halfway stage in the formation of an interstratal karst doline. Black peat deposits cover most of the floor and walls and so that 

cave is aptly named the ‘Black Cavern’. The Black Cavern was first described by P.M. Playford (1968) after explorations made in 

conjunction with the Cwmbran Caving Club in the autumn of 1967. This paper aims to supplement this with the aid of a plan and 

elevation surveyed to BCRA grade 5. 

 

The cave entrance is a small 2 metre wide opening in the bank of an old tram road cutting above Pwll Du quarry NGR SO 21 

25091152 at a height of 396m OD. On entering two ways are apparent (see plan). The left hand passage leads to a small unstable-

looking chamber containing several loose chock stones in the roof. On the wall of the chamber a 0.75m exposure of blue-grey 

shales is visible, the basal member of the Millstone Grit. No passages lead from this chamber. The right hand passage narrows and 

lowers to a small flat out crawl bearing to the right and then to the left as it opens out into a large chamber. This entrance passage 

is aligned along fossil tree trunk casts present as segmental arches in the roof. 

 

The main chamber is roughly circular in form, being 35 metres across at the widest point. The boulder strewn floor is depressed in 

the centre of the chamber to a depth of 9m below the ceiling, and might be described as an underground doline. A thin veneer (1-

2cm) of soft black sediment, probably peat, shrouds the breakdown blocks making progress particularly hazardous underfoot. All 

the blocks appear to be derived from the Millstone Grit. No evidence of limestone detritus could be found. The blocks vary in 

shape and size predominantly with irregular faces. Only a few straight edged blocks generally very large in size (2m x 3m x 3m) 

could be found. The irregularity of the block shape lends support to the suggestion that rock failure has predominantly taken place 

through the rock rather than along pre-existing lines of weakness i.e. joints. The shattered walls of the chamber slope outward 

beneath the debris leaving over-hanging wall beds of up to 3m around the edge of the chamber. The north wall of the chamber 

exhibits the larger overhangs which can be viewed by climbing down through the boulders to small cavities along the breakdown 

edge. The south wall of the chamber is undercut to expose the blue-grey shales at the base of the Millstone Grit and a lm exposure 

of a light grey rubble the Calcite Mudstone Group. 

 

The roof of the chamber undulates across its length and for the most part comprises a single massive bed (lm) of grit (Plate 1). 

Bits of this bed have fallen away on the west side of the chamber to form hollows in the roof exposing successive roof beds. In. 

the centre of the chamber the roof bulges below the general level of the roof where several blocks have slipped and tilted out of 

line. This seemingly large roof span has brought about no apparent sag right across the ceiling bed and thus there are no signs of 

imminent collapse. 
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Within the roof bed fine examples of casts of fossil tree trunks are visible, the entrance passages are noticeably aligned along 

them. The finest example can be found in the northern part of the big chamber 6m long by 45cm wide (Plate 2). 

 

Small trickles of water enter the chamber on the north and west walls, percolation water which has followed the cracks and 

fissures down dip into the cave. Associated with these inlets particularly on the west wall are peat stalactites presumably washed 

down from the peat bog above ranging between 8.3cm and 0.5cm in length. The larger shaped forms are found on the west side of 

the chamber (Plate 3). They are roughly oval in section containing concentric rings, soft to touch and semi-flexible allowing slight 

bending. Some formations are streaked with white mineral veins. 

 

Two small inlets found on the south wall have washed in a reddish brown semi-liquid, possibly ferriferous, residue which holds its 

shape to simulate calcite flowstone. 

 

THE SURVEY 

 

The cave was surveyed in one seven hour trip on 6 February 1977. The instruments comprised a Suunto compass and clinometer, 

hand held, and a 15m Fibron tape. Bearings and angles were read to within 0.5° and distances were measured to the nearest 10cm. 

 

Twelve survey stations were located on the corners of prominent debris blocks or projections on the walls. The survey technique 

adopted was one of ‘leap-frogging’ stations, by taking readings backward and forward from one station to those surrounding it, 

and thus repeating the procedure with every other station. This technique makes for quicker surveying without loss of accuracy. 

The main chamber was surveyed by traversing around the walls closing a loop. It was found that there was a 10cm error in the 

closure, an acceptable error under the circumstances. Two sections were surveyed across the length and breadth of the chamber to 

illustrate the roof and floor form. The survey was drawn at a scale of 1cm to 1 metre (Figure 2). 

 

THE MODE OF FORMATION 

 

The Black Cavern lies at the junction between the Carboniferous Limestone and the Millstone Grit on the north east crop of the 

South Wales synclinal basin. The contact zone seen both in the cave and the quarry outside, comprises a well-defined junction 

between thin shales and conglomerates at the Millstone Grit and Calcite Mudstone Group in the limestome. In the cave the contact 

zone is seen on the south wall where one metre of the Calcite Mudstone Group is exposed. This same group, a light grey sandy 

shale band, is well exposed to a depth of 15 metres at the top of the quarry face. Neither site exhibited evidence to indicate a fused 

contact zone as described by D.G. Jones and T.R. Owen (1966). 

 

The cave roof and walls lie mostly in the Millstone Grit. The lowest bed, 1-1.5 metres in thickness, is composed of grey and blue 

marls. This is succeeded by a highly quartzitic pebbly sandstone 2 metres in depth. The roof comprises 1 metre thick Beds of grey 

sandy mudstones with casts of fossil tree trunks, Sigillaria sp. (Owen T.R., per Comm. 1977), above this, although not seen in the 

cave, rests 8 metres of massive sandy conglomerate. There is no evidence of a depression to be seen on the surface directly above. 

 

The central depression in the floor of the chamber lies below the limestone-Millstone Grit junction but no evidence of limestone 

could be seen amongst the boulders on the floor. It is suggested that an original solutional cavity developed in the underlying 

speleogenetic Pwll y Cwm Oolite, and that the incompetent mudstones above slumped into this. Evidence for narrow rift cave 

development of this kind can be seen in the nearby quarry face at Pwll Du. The mechanism by which the mudstones collapsed is 

probably similar to that described by the writer in the break-out domes of Ogof Agen Allwedd, Powys, South Wales (Davies 

C.W., 1977). As the debris slumped into the limestone fissure cave it would be removed, so leading to further collapse in the 

mudstone bands and so creating a cavity with a wide roof span at the Millstone Grit junction. Failure also took place in the 

overlying basal grits until a more competent stratum, which now forms the roof span, was reached (See figure 3.2). Spalling of the 

roof bed has occurred where part of the rock face has fallen away as drips producing a pitted or hollowed our impression in the 

ceiling. This may be in response to the intense stress conditions the bed suffers over such a wide roof span. 

 

If the roof bed is likened to a fixed beam spanning two walls, pressure builds up in sympathy with a downward movement acting 

in the centre of the roof. Compressive forces are produced along the base of the bed in the vicinity of the walls, and tensile forces 

emerge at the base of the bed in the middle of the roof (Figure 3.3). The ceiling bed in this chamber lends itself to such an 

application for the hollows in the roof adjacent to the walls conform to the areas where compressive forces are to be expected and 

the bulge in the centre of the roof relates to the area of tension. The ubiquitous veneer of a dark peaty slime shrouding the boulder 

floor indicates a period of ponding of peat laden waters, producing an even spread of sediment across the floor. Later the water 

drained away. 

 

THE CASE OF THE BLACK CAVERN: ITS PLACE IN CAVE/DOLINE RELATIONSHIPS 

 

The Black Cavern is a unique feature in the South Wales Interstratal Karst, exhibiting what could be the intermediate stage in a 

collapse doline. If the present roof does eventually collapse, through weathering of the grits, such would be the case. No other 

dolines were found in this area of the outcrop, but perhaps similar cavities exist elsewhere in the locality which do not have a 

surface outlet and are in a similar stage of development. 

 

It is suspected that the Calcite Mudstone Group has played an important role in the development of this cavern in a way not 

reflected elsewhere on the north outcrop. The crumbly nature of these beds, which are slightly prone to slumping, soon allows 
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wide roof span cavities to form at the base of the Millstone Grit and nowhere in the north crop does this group underlie the 

Millstone Grit. Thus the case of the Black Cavern is an unlikely mechanism to be ascribed to a general theory of doline formation. 
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WATER TRACING: MANGLE HOLE AND SWAN INN SWALLET 

 

W. I. Stanton 

 

Soon after Rob Harper’s remarkable discovery of a big active streamway in Mangle Hole (this Journal 15 pp 7-8, he suggested to 

me that it ought to be traced. Banwell Spring was the likely resurgence, following Sarah Pottinger’s historic 1975 trace of 

Rowberrow Swallet (this Journal 14 pp 12-15), and I was particularly attracted by the opportunity of proving the theory (Mendip 

....a View of the Hills pp 198, 213) that sub-water-table working of Sandford Quarry could seriously prejudice Weston-super-

Mare’s water supply from Banwell. 

 

I wanted to extend the test by a repeat trace from Rowberrow Swallet, for comparisons both distancewise and timewise, but there 

was so much water washing over and bypassing this sink at input time that Swan Inn Swallet only 250 metres further up 

Rowberrow Bottom, was used instead. Geologically there was every reason to suppose that it too would feed Banwell. 

 

Bristol Waterworks kindly agreed to the installation of an automatic water sampler (sample taken every 2 hours) at their Banwell 

Spring pump house, No other local resurgences were tested. BWW also provided accurate daily measurements of the total output 

of Banwell Spring. 

 

Rob Harper put 100 ml of Rhodamine WT 20% solution into the Mangle Hole stream at 2030 on 20.12.1977, and I put 200 ml of 

the same dye into Swan Inn swallet 12.75 hours later. I hoped to get a double peaked fluorescence curve for the resurgence, and it 

duly materialised and is reproduced here. However, there were certain unexpected features. 

 

The Mangle Hole dye began to appear at Banwell 37 hours after input. Dye concentration rose to a peak of 32 times background, 

and had fallen to only 3 times background when the Swan Inn Swallet dye made its first appearance, 77 hours after input. Mangle 

Hole is 2.85 km upstream of Banwell Spring and 3.17 km downstream of Swan Inn Swallet (in straight line terms and assuming 

that Swann Inn water goes through Mangle), so the flow rates are curiously similar at 77 metres per hour and 78 metres per hour 

for the lower and upper halves of the underground streamway respectively. 

 

In Sarah Pottinger’s trace, the flow rate from Rowberrow Swallet to Banwell was about 34 metres per hour, a little less than half 

as fast as in the present trace. Banwell Spring output was also halved, at 1.7 million gallons daily compared to 3.3 m.g.d. in the 

present trace. The relationship seems simple: the greater the spring output, the faster the underground stream is flowing. 

 

Other deductions can be made from the trace. First, the fact that flow rates upstream and downstream of Mangle Hole are so 

similar suggests that the same type of cave is present throughout. The direct relationship between flow rate and spring output 

(double one, double the other) suggests that the cave is phreatic, with few air spaces. (See Cave Diving Group Newsletter (46) 

Jan. 1978, for the background to this theory, applied to Wookey Hole.) 

 

Second, the Mangle Hole peak appears stronger than the Swann Inn Swallet peak, even though twice as much dye went into the 

latter. In fact, the Swann Inn peak is composite, with a tremendously long tail at 2 to 3 times background. The angle between the 

main peak and the tail is sharp, suggesting that the tail is really a separate long low peak superimposed on the normal one. As 

spring output was steady during the test period, I surmise that the dye followed different routes to the spring: a simple conduit 

giving the normal peak, and an immature route near the swallet (perhaps quite a short oxbow) which trapped a portion of the dye 

and released it slowly into the main route, giving the tail. 

 

The small blips on the falling curve of each main peak are suggestive of another minor oxbow in the main route between Mangle 

Hole and Banwell, but sampling errors are also possible. 

 

Finally, the test proves conclusively that sub-water-table working at Sandford Quarry would intercept a large proportion of the 

flow to Banwell Spring. 
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THE DEMISE OF SRT - 1 EARLY DEVELOPMENTS 

 

by Phil Hendy 

 

It is an annoying fact of cave morphology that lines of weakness in the rock frequently allow the formative streams to obey 

gravity by the most direct route, and open up vertical shafts. Since we mortals have not yet learned to control gravity, very few of 

these obstacles can be passed by simple climbing, and for many years keen explorers had to be content with peering down into the 

gloom, and wondering what marvels lay below. 

 

Then someone, a better rock climber than most, but still of a cautious nature, decided to tie a rope to himself when descending 

pitches, so that in the event of an accident, he could be hauled back up by his friends. He also decided that his fall, if he should 

slip from the treacherous rock, would be far less dangerous if his colleagues kept the rope tight, and gradually paid it out as he 

descended. On climbs with no handholds, or where there was an overhang, a strong hauling party could simply lower the intrepid 

caver down, like the bait on the end of a fishing line. This worked well, except that communications could be difficult if there was 

a lot of noise from falling water, and the climber was totally dependent for his continuing safety on the men left at the top. 

 

To enable more positive control of the rate of climbing, later cavers attached the rope to something solid at the top of the climb, 

and either used it is a hand line, or actually climbed hand over hand on the rope when the rock ran out of good holds. Early 

Victorian anchorage points for the rope were grand and impressive, one of the best examples being preserved in Lamb Leer. 

Today’s time and money-conscious caver usually uses a convenient stalagmite, or fixes a metal bolt to the top of the pitch. 

 

Over the years, the technique has improved, so that today, most cavers attempting vertical passages use S.R.T., or Stretchy Nylon 

Thread (See Mendip Mushroom, in various recent journals). This is less prone to rotting that the original hemp. Since a thin rope 

is not only difficult to climb, but; makes resting during the ascent impossible, a variety of mechanical aids have been invented. 

Most of these are attached to the climber by means of a ‘sit harness’, resembling a cross between a chastity belt and a rupture 

truss. To descend, we have variations of pronged things, a device resembling a large bottle-opener, and the euphemistically-named 

‘budgerigar box’. Some phenomenally fast descents have been achieved, but the inherent problem is the lack of any braking 

device other than feeding your fingers into the ‘descendeur’. One prototype was fitted with a brake, but a pioneer using it in the 

Berger was seen to whistle down out of sight screaming ‘How the hell d’you stop this thing?’, a question which was still being 

pondered when the ground broke his fall. 

 

To come back to the pitch, we may use one-way slip knots on rope stirrups, or sets of cammed jammers which will move up the 

rope but not down. Two jammers used to be the norm, but recently the trend has been to use two (on knee and ankle) plus a pulley 

box, or three (with no pulley box), not to mention various lengths of tape, which no matter what colour they are when purchased, 

rapidly become a ubiquitous cave mud brown. 

 

Add to this paraphernalia several spring-clipped karabiners, a hammer, some bolts, spares and possibly an instruction manual, and 

the picture of a typical modern caver springs to mind - stooped under the weight of his equipment which is festooned from his 

body giving him the appearance of an aged Christmas tree, sounding like a tinkers’ handcart trundling over a cobbled street. 

 

The ridiculousness of this situation is compounded by the fact that since most cavers emerge shattered after heaving all their kit 

around underground, they simply throw their SRT gear into any convenient corner after a trip, and either lose it, or damage it in 

some way. Thus no club to my knowledge will buy SRT gear, insisting instead that all cavers supply their own. 

 

While pondering this state of affairs, I came to the conclusion that what was wanted was a good, fast means of getting down and 

up pitches, using the minimum of lightweight equipment, ruggedly constructed so that the cost could be shared amongst club 

members, who could then also share in its use. I thus decided to invent the ultimate device for climbing pitches. 

 

The simplest device of all was the rope, but as I have explained already, this was not easy to climb. Rather than invent various 

gadgets to clip onto the rope, as earlier workers had done, I decided to concentrate on the rope itself. Increased rope thickness 

would no doubt make climbing easier, but would also correspondingly increase the weight, and add to the difficulty of carrying it 

down the cave. But why not increase the rope thickness at intervals only, in effect building holds into the rope, at regular distances 

apart? So I tied knots in the rope at 2ft intervals, and undertook tests from a convenient tree (Fig. 1). This worked well, and I was 

quite encouraged, though coiling the rope afterwards proved to be difficult. 

 

For economy, I was using a fairly thin rope, which meant that to tie a large enough knot to give me a good hold, I was using rather 

a lot of rope. I talked this problem over with an experienced club member, and we decided to try pushing short pieces of wood, cut 

from a broom handle, into the knots (Fig. 2.). This was a great improvement, except that, unless the wood was notched in the 

middle, it could slide out of the knot. Even when the wooden bar stayed in place, it tended to tilt, when weight was placed on it, so 

progress up the device had to be in caterpillar fashion, gripping one bar with both hands, simultaneously lifting both feet to stand 

with one foot on each side of the next knot, then straightening the body to grab upwards at the next highest bar. It required a 

degree of synchronisation, but after some practice, quite a few of us were fairly good at using the Knotted Nylon Object, Belayed 

to a Bolt, with Level Yardarms for Doing Overhanging Gulfs (or Knobbly Dog, for short). 

 

The wooden bar was ideal for standing on, but what was needed was some way of making it stay level. I decided to look for a way 

of developing a Rigid Untilting Notched Grip, or R.U.N.G. The answer came to me during a drug-induced trip, in a ditch between 
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the Hunters and the HQ, late one Saturday night. Why not have two knotted ropes, hung side by side, with the R.U.N.G.s stretched 

horizontally between them? (Fig. 3.). It worked! By leaving long ends to the rope, several lengths could be joined together at will, 

enabling the rather bulky mass to be carried with relative ease, and allowing a pitch of any depth to the descended. With the aid. 

of this device, we found that it was possible to descend any abyss which had previously only been accessible to S RT exponents. 

We were a bit slower, it is true, but the cost of the equipment to the individual plummeted, and we were able to appoint a Club 

Gear Curator, to look after the ropes, and creosote the wood. 

 

My story doesn’t end here, because two of my original criteria, for lightness and efficiency, had not been entirely solved. The 

happy end result of my research will be described in the next issue of this journal. 

 

 
 

 

 
FRIDAY NIGHT TRIPS 

 

Trips for the next few months are: 

 

May 12th Dallimore’s Cave 

May 26th G.B. 

June 9th Longwood 

June 23rd Swildons (candles only!) 

July 7th Wales 

 

Meet at 7.00 p.m. except for Wales. Further details from R.R. Kenney, ‘Yennek’, St. Mary’s Road, Meare, Glastonbury, Somerset 

BA6 9SS. Tel. Meare Heath 296. 

 

 

 

BCRA SYMPOSIUM - CAVING IN NORTHERN SPAIN 

 

This will be held in the Main Engineering Theatre, Queen’s Building, University of Bristol on Saturday June 10th. Registration 

starts 9 a.m. Contributors from all the major recent expeditions will describe their findings, and the Symposium will close with a 

showing of ‘First Light’, a film shot underground by Oxford University. 

 

Tickets are £1 and may be obtained from the organiser Phil Hendy. Please enclose SAE if ordering by post. Cheques should be 

made payable to P.G. Hendy (Conference account). The cost includes tea and coffee. 
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MENDIP RESCUE ORGANIZATION 

Report by the Hon. Secretary & Treasurer for the Year ending the 31st January 1978 

 

The year has brought several changes worth noting. Martin Bishop and Tim Large have been added to the Wardens’ List and it is 

pleasing to record that the happy tradition of local caving doctors taking an active interest in rescue work continues. A revised 

call-out sheet was issued at the start of the new year. Identical copies are held by the Police at their Division Headquarters to 

which emergency calls are directed. The Mendip Division based at Frome continues to co-ordinate and support rescue operations 

locally and cavers have much to thank Superintendent John Lee for ensuring that the system works so smoothly. Chief Supt. R. 

Udall and Chief Inspector Dennis Parkinson both retired during the year and also deserve our gratitude for their interest and help 

particularly when local government reorganisation required us to adopt the present call-out system. 

 

During the post-congress camp on Mendip following the Seventh International Congress of Speleology last September, M.R.O. 

gave demonstrations of its equipment to overseas delegates staying at the Belfry. Many new friends and helpful contacts were 

made and we note that Eric Catherine has been appointed Secretary of the Cave Rescue Commission of the International Union of 

Speleology for the 1981 Congress in Kentucky, U.S.A. 

 

There have been fewer but probably more specific and effective rescue practices since last February. Various seasoned teams have 

tested new equipment and techniques which would be invaluable if needed for real one day. For example, we now know that a full 

Rhino Rift rescue requires more low stretch ropes than previously held and the additional length has been purchased. A new drag 

sheet in modern materials and redesigned to handle better on pitches is being developed and, following useful information from 

Dr. Ric Halliwell at Hull University, a device for direct cave to surface speech has been built and tested by Brian Prewer. The 

Shepton Mallet C.C. have come up with good proven ideas should there be a rescue from Thrupe Lane Swallet. Such purposeful 

exercises are welcome and M.R.O., is willing to offer and receive any suggestions on other problems which might be tackled. 

 

Cavers have shown a welcome and characteristic disregard of the ten percent ceiling for inflation by boosting donations to a 

record level. For its part, M.R.O. has correspondingly reduced expenditure over the year despite the equipment purchases 

mentioned above. This is because Dr. Oliver Lloyd kindly donated much needed carrying sheets at the start of the year and copies 

of M.R.O. reports last year were circulated with the new Council of Southern Caving Clubs Newsletter. Thus, whilst our own 

postages are saved, the reports are more widely circulated among cavers. The surplus of funds shown over page is timely since 

proposed modifications to the Belfry Depot have been approved by our hosts, the B.E.C. Furthermore, we must reckon on several 

items of equipment going well beyond their shelf life in the coming year and, obviously, M.R.O. cannot hold any suspect gear. 

 

It is hoped that this report along with the statement of the accounts over page and the accompanying log of incidents shows that 

M.R.O. does the job that the caving community requires and shares with them. 

10th February 1978 J.D.Hanwell 

 Hon. Sec. & Treasurer 

MENDIP RESCUE ORGANISATION 
 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED JANUARY 31, 1978 

 

1977 

£ 

 

127 

- 

7 

14 

- 

 

 

INCOME 

Donations – through general appeal 

Donations – from rescued parties 

Interest on deposit account 

Hire of MRO Nife cells 

Sale of surplus equipment 

 

         £ 

1978 

£ 

 

154 

36 

5 

14 

30 

148 TOTAL INCOME  239 

 

 

117 

- 

- 

32 

10 

25 

16 

Less: EXPENDITURE 

Equipment – Reviva apparatus 

Equipment – emergency lights 

Equipment - ropes 

Equipment – other items 

Insurance of equipment 

Share of telephone rental 

Postage, stationery et.c 

 

- 

22 

49 

18 

10 

14 

12 

 

200 TOTAL EXPENDITURE  125 

    

£(52) SURPLUS/DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR  £114 
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT JANUARY 31, 1978 

 

£ 

 

100 

68 

16 

 

CURRENT ASSESTS 

Balance at bank – deposit account 

Balance at bank – current account 

Cash in hand with Hon. Treasurer 

 £ 

 

100 

184 

14 

 

£184 TOTAL ASSETS  £298 

 

Representing: - 

 

ACCUMULATED FUNDS 

 

236 

(52) 

Balance at January 31, 1977 

Surplus/Deficit for the year 
 184 

114 

 

£184   £298 

 

J.D. HANWELL Hon. Treasurer, M.R.O. 

 

 

I have prepared the above accounts from the books and records of the Mendip Rescue Organisation. In my opinion, and to the best 

of my information, the accounts give a true and fair view of the state of the organisation's funds at January 31st, 1976 and of the 

deficit for the year ending on that date. 

 

T.E. REYNOLDS A.C.A. February 20th, 1978 

 

 
MENDIP RESCUE ORGANISATION 

 

Cave Rescues and Incidents for the Year ending January 31st 1978 

 

Traditionally, M.R.O. has willingly responded to two types of call-out; official ones through the Police and occasional requests 

which come direct to wardens. The latter, of course, are unofficial if they are not serious enough to merit troubling the Police; 

quite simply, cavers are helping fellow cavers in such circumstances. Over the Christmas period, however, events showed that the 

direct request is open to abuse. In future, therefore, M.R.O. is obliged to treat all calls officially which means that informants must 

give details which the Police can verify as authentic. 

 

The following log includes both official and unofficial call-outs for the year. They are based upon the reports received by wardens 

after each incident. 

 

Sunday 6th February Swildons Hole 

A party of twelve including eight novices were led down the cave by S.P. Tarran from St. Edmund Hall, Oxford University, and 

Hilary Worth from University College Buckland, Farringdon. On the way back from Sump I, Liz Ellis, who was one of the 

novices, lost both Wellington boots between the Double Pots and Twenty Foot Pot owing to the strong streamflow. She sustained 

several cuts to her feet, legs and hands and was clearly suffering from exposure on reaching the Upper Series. The party was met 

by Martin Bishop, Pete Moody, Pete McNab and Tony Jarratt at the Well and the victim was carried out and given a hot bath at 

Priddy. Rich Websell assisted two other novices. In a subsequent letter of thanks, Steve Tarran writes, “A number of recent novice 

trips down Swildons had gone so well that I had become a little over-optimistic. Obviously in those water conditions I should not 

have taken them down”. The party was not an official Oxford University one and the rescue did not involve the Police. 

 

Sunday 3rd April Manor Farm Swallet 

Martin Bishop received a call from the Belfry at 8 p.m. regarding a party from Bath 18 Plus group two hours overdue. He went to 

Charterhouse with Andy Sparrow and found a very tired and lightless party at the foot of the entrance shaft. They were lifelined to 

the surface and it was not necessary to inform the Police. 

 

Saturday 4th June Buddle’s Wood, Chewton Mendip 

Howard Kenney and Richard Stevenson searched old mine shafts in the wood for a golden retriever dog missing from nearby 

Grove Farm. The dog returned home on its own during the evening. 

 

Saturday 11th June Stoke Lane Slocker 

A party of eight from the Cambridge Climbing and Caving Club entered the cave at 12.30 p.m. On reaching Sump I, all but one 

went through, the remaining caver staying in Cairn Chamber to await the return of the main party from Stoke II. During the time 

they were visiting the upper chambers, the stream rose so that it was impossible to get within a safe diving distance on the 

downstream approach to the sump when they returned. They remained on the far side for about four hours until the water level 
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had dropped sufficiently. By 6.30 p.m. the farmer became anxious and contacted Frome Police who checked the cave entrance and 

then called M.R.O. at 7.25 p.m. William Stanton alerted Brian Prewer who went to the cave. Richard Stevenson and Alan Mills 

led a small rescue party into the cave at about 8.30 p.m. and met the trapped cavers safely negotiating the dive as the water had 

fallen. All were out of the cave by 9.50 p.m. All cavers are urged to note that the quarries upstream of the village have 

installed automatic pumps which now exaggerate the effects of local floods in the system. The water level was significantly 

reduced after the quarry company had been requested to switch off their pumps during the alert. A helpful resume of the situation 

appears in the Cave Diving Group Newsletter No. 46, January 1978, pages 3-4. 

 

Monday 11th July Swildons Hole 

Christopher Bowden, an 18-year old student from Plymouth, accompanied three friends on a Round Trip starting about 3.0 p.m. 

He had not dived a sump before but was well equipped with a 6mm wet suit. The party was led by Alan Travarthen. Bowden 

declined to dive the sump and became frightened. Another party led by Bob Lewis chanced across the scene and Lewis remained 

to give help whilst others left the cave to alert M.R.O. Alan Thomas was appraised of the situation and informed Frome Police. 

Martin Bishop, Ross White and Dave Irwin went down the cave about 9.30 p.m. and the latter returned after an hour requesting 

diving gear since Bowden would not go back through the Troubles either. Chris Hannam took diving gear into the cave at 11.0 

p.m. and Thomas alerted other wardens and informed Don Thomson. Between midnight and 1.0 a.m., a strong support team went 

underground with further equipment and medical supplies. Final efforts to bully Bowden to make the dive succeeded shortly 

afterwards and the cave was cleared rapidly by about 1.30 a.m. It seems more logical for first-time sump dives to be undertaken 

the right way around rather than committing such cavers to a Round Trip and obligatory reverse dive. 

 

Saturday 6th August Swildons Hole 

A party of four descended the cave at about 3.0 p.m. They did not have wet suits and were using carbide lamps without spares. 

Only two had any previous experience and had travelled to the area from Crawley with their parents. Arrangements had been 

made to meet at Rickford about 5.0 p.m. otherwise the parents had no knowledge of the party’s whereabouts. Before reaching 

Sump I, the lamps began to dim and so the party started to come out. They took a turning unknown to them in the Water Chamber 

and then their lights failed. Before the Rickford rendezvous passed, the parents happened to notice their son’s car on Priddy Green 

whilst on a tour of Mendip, so when they had not turned up by 8.0 p.m. they returned to Priddy. Finding the car still there, they 

made local enquiries and alerted M.R.O. Brian Prewer informed the Frome Police whilst Ian Jepson, Phil Hendy, Paul Hadfield 

and Barry Wilkinson searched the cave. The missing four were found in the Old Grotto, dispirited, cold and hungry. Had the 

parents not spotted the car, this call-out would have been difficult. It is most important to leave exact details of which cave is 

being visited. 

 

Saturday 27th August Lamb Leer 

David Getterling and Paul Lydon from London went down the cave in the afternoon; the former claimed to be experienced but the 

other was not. A lifeline was used on the fixed entrance ladder; however, it was not thought necessary to use one on the Main 

Chamber pitch! On returning, Lydon was unable to climb the ladder and so his friend alerted M.R.O. through Bath Police. Brian 

Prewer was contacted at 5.20 p.m. but could not reach Getterling for further details as the informant had left the phone. Prewer 

alerted William Stanton and a party of four from the Belfry led by Graham Wilton-Jones went to the cave finding Getterling at the 

entrance They hauled Lydon up on the winch and the cave was cleared by about 7.0 p.m. Quite apart from the conduct of the trip, 

it is very important that informants remain at the phone until contacted by an M.R.O. warden for further details; otherwise, it is 

very difficult to initiate an effective call-out. 

 

Sunday 11th September Reads Cavern 

A party of four youths went down the cave during the afternoon. After leaving one of the party in the Main Chamber, the rest 

found their way into the Browne-Stewart Series. The lad left behind panicked when the others did not return so he left the cave 

and asked a passer-by to contact M.R.O. Frome Police received the call and alerted Brian Prewer at 5.40 p.m. reporting that two 

cavers were stuck. Dave Irwin, John Dukes and Chris Batstone went to Burrington to assess the situation followed by four cavers 

from the Belfry. Alan Thomas was stood by. The rescuers met a Police Patrol there and reported that the overdue party had 

surfaced. A brief chat ensued about under-estimating the times for trips and about not leaving novices alone in caves! All were 

stood down at 6.30 p.m. 

 

Saturday 24th September Ilam Rising, Derbyshire 

Martin Bishop called from Derbyshire to stand-by a diving team to help retrieve a body from Ilam Rising if required. Richard 

Stevenson was contacted to alert local divers. In the event, Derbyshire rescuers recovered the body. (See Cave Diving Group 

Newsletter No. 46, January 1978, pages 17-18). 

 

Wednesday 28th September Swildons Hole 

Frome Police contacted M.R.O. and reported that a Mr. Trig from Bristol had seen the same ladder hanging at the Twenty Foot 

Pot during a trip that day as on the previous Sunday. A quick check of car parks and camp sites in Priddy indicated no one missing 

nor any parties that had not returned from the cave. No further action was taken. 

 

Saturday 29th October Eastwater Cavern 

A call was received from Bridgwater Police by Brian Prewer at 10.0 p.m. They were concerned about a call from a woman in 

Cheddar who said that she had arranged to meet her husband there at 6.0 p.m. after a caving trip somewhere on Mendip. She 

thought that they might be using a blue 1100 estate car but was not certain about that either. Prewer contacted Chris Hannam at 

Priddy and the latter met a local Police patrol. They made a tour of the more obvious sites but could not find the car. Meanwhile, 
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Andy Sparrow checked at Eastwater Farm and was informed that a party of four were still in the cave and now overdue. The blue 

car was parked in the farmyard. Sparrow and another caver went down Eastwater Cavern straight away and located the missing 

party at the bottom of Baker’s Chimney. They had taken a long time to reach the bottom of the cave and had lost their way on 

coming out. Otherwise, they were all right and were brought out of the cave by about midnight. It transpired that Corporals Keith 

Lott and Brian Rawcliffe of the R.A.F. had gone down the cave with Mrs Barbara Rawcliffe and Alan Whitehead from Hendon at 

about 3.0 p.m. Two of the party were complete novices. The incident highlighted yet again the problems faced by both Police and 

M.R.O. when insufficient information is left about the exact location and duration of a trip. It is important that accurate details are 

given to people, preferably cavers, who know the area and its caves. This saves much time and frustration should an emergency 

arise. 

 

Sunday 20th November Cuckoo Cleeves 

Brian Prewer was contacted by a Mr. G. Samways of Yeovil Caving Club at 3.15 p.m. who reported that two of his party were 

stuck in the narrow tube approach to Lake Chamber. One of those stuck was said to be rather distressed. Prewer informed Frome 

Police then alerted Martin Bishop to contact Pete Moody and Alison Hooper who were thought to be in Rocket Drop Cave. Fred 

Davies, Dave Turner, Alan Mills and Colin Williams were called and Don Thomson asked to stand-by. By the time Alison 

Hooper arrived, the pair had succeeded in reaching Lake Chamber where she joined them with Moody. With Pete backing along 

the tube and Alison following, each of the cavers was coaxed out. Alan Thomas and Martin Bishop organised other parties if 

required. In the event, these were not needed and the cave was cleared by 6.15 p.m. 

 

Sunday 20th November Swildons Hole 

After the Cuckoo Cleeves call-out, Brian Prewer received a message from Frome Police at 8.30 p.m. reporting that a girl was 

unable to climb up the Twenty Foot Pot. The informant had left the Priddy Green call box when Prewer tried to get further details, 

so he contacted Martin Bishop there and asked him to locate the caller. Meanwhile, a party consisting of John Dukes, Chris 

Batstone, Andy Sparrow, J.Kirby and N. Weston joined Bishop with hauling ropes and the Reviva equipment. On reaching the 

Twenty, they pulled the girl up and assisted her out by about 10.0p.m. She was given a hot bath. The girl, Sharon Gorman aged 21 

from Yeovil, was on her first caving trip and only had light clothing. 

 

Saturday 3rd December Boho Caves, County Farmanagh 

Dr. Oliver Lloyd received a call from the Belfast Police requesting him to stand-by a team of divers for a rescue in progress there 

being organised by Dave Drew and Jeff Phillips. Two cavers had been trapped by floods. The local Fire Service were pumping out 

the entrance series, the Army were building a dam and Dave and Jeff were the divers. Lloyd consulted with William Stanton 

straight away at 10.30 p.m. and proceeded to raise local divers whilst Stanton contacted Frome Police. It was agreed that, if a 

diving team was required, the Police would call on the R.A.F. to fly them to Northern Ireland. In the end, those of the spot 

successfully rescued the trapped pair in the early hours on Sunday. A full report on the incident by the divers appears in the Cave 

Diving Group Newsletter No. 46, January 1978, pages 23-24. 

 

Sunday 11th December Burrington Combe 

Brian Prewer was contacted by Weston-s-Mare Police the previous evening regarding the whereabouts of unknown youths 

missing from an abandoned tent on Burrington Ham. It was agreed that the area would be searched on the Sunday during daylight. 

Several cavers gave the Police assistance in combing the surface throughout the day and parties visited the caves. Nothing was 

found except a set of drums! The Police informed M.R.O. later that they were concentrating future enquiries elsewhere. 

 

Calls during the year are double those in any one of the previous five years. Even excluding the two “away” alerts and five others 

when it was not necessary to go underground, eight incidents a year are still over par for Mendip. Five were potentially serious for 

those involved. Thus, it is hoped that these reports are widely read and the necessary inferences appreciated by all cavers. 

 

 

 

J.D. Han well, 

Hon. Sec & Treasurer, 

Mendip Rescue Organization, 

“Chaumbey”, 

50 Wells Road, 

Wookey Hole, 

Wells BA5 1DN  

Somerset. 
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NEWS FROM THE COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN CAVING CLUBS 

 

Regional Report by CSCC to the NCA AGM. December 1977 

 

Membership of CSCC has remained constant at approximately 50 clubs, but this is not a static membership, clubs come and go 

each year - three new members in the past two months alone. 

 

At the National level we have continued our representation in all activities of the NCA and liaised with such bodies as the Sports 

Council. 

 

The major event of the year was definitely the ISC and the local Mendip camps associated with this were enjoyed by all. We were 

pleased to have the company of a small, but very international band of visitors. 

 

Closer to home we have found it necessary to activate Southern Caving Clubs Ltd. in negotiations for continued access to Lamb 

Leer. After initial cash-flow problems the company should soon settle into a steady scheme of operations. 

 

Liaison with the Somerset LEA continues, and we expect to soon assist them in the preparation of a register of LEA staff who 

wish to supervise caving activities. 

J. Davies, Hon.Sec. CSCC  

Nov. 1977 

 

 

Lamb Leer The Wessex has applied for a share in Southern Caving Clubs Ltd., which will give it a key to Lamb Leer under the 

new access agreement. This key will be for the use of members and visitors staying at Upper Pitts only. 

 

Lamb Leer Access Visitors to Lamb Leer are advised that parking on the road can cause obstruction. The quarry can be used for 

parking, by arrangement with Mr. Burdge. Cavers should also bear in mind that the cave cannot readily absorb large parties. It is 

thus suggested that the maximum size of party should be 10. 

 

S.S.S.I. Revision A working party has now been set up to cover Mendip caves. It includes R. Whitcomb (WCC) C.Hannam and 

D. Edwards. 

 

Cave Entrance Rescue Fund This is to be administered by G. Price, D. Adams, R. Gosling, C. Hannam and A. Butcher. 

 

Stone Lane Stocker The farmer is still insisting that the cave is kept locked. When trying to obtain the key, phoning him first 

may help to avoid disappointment. 

 

PAUL ESSER MEMORIAL LECTURE 

“CHANGABANG” 

 

Joe Tasker the mountaineer held an audience of four hundred in the palm of his hand for two and a quarter hours. He was 

delivering the Seventh Paul Esser Memorial Lecture in the University of Bristol on Wednesday 15th February 1978. He was 

giving us a step by step account of his ascent of the West Face of Changabang in the company of Peter Boardman, illustrated by 

over two hundred excellent pictures. 

 

The mountain is well over 23,000 feet in height and was clearly to be the most difficult climb either of them had undertaken. 

Neither would admit to the other that he had any doubts about the possibility of success, but it was not until after 25 days, when 

they got to the “half-way” snow field at 20,000 ft., that they knew it was possible. I think most of us would have given up before 

that. At that height climbing is exceedingly arduous. It was only possible to go up five to ten feet at a time before stopping to get 

ones’ breath. They were averaging four hundred feet a day. The whole climb lasted 40 days and not unnaturally they ran out of 

conversation. 

 

Their technique was to establish a base camp at 16,000 ft., to which they would return from time to time for more gear. Their 

return from camp to camp was facilitated by leaving a fixed rope and abseiling down. They had two other camp sites on the way 

up, each being made by cutting a narrow platform in the snow. The outside place was not an enviable one, but they belayed 

themselves to pegs, in case of rolling over. Repeated journeys to and from these camp sites was necessary to get all the necessary 

gear up. Leading was a very tiring and responsible business, so they took it in turns. Finally after spending a day at Camp 2 they 

made a dash for the summit with light loads. 

 

The descent was not without incident. There was the piton that got bent to an uncomfortable angle, while Joe was abseiling down 

a rope belayed to it. Peter was not sure whether to remain belayed to it or not. Each of them had an occasion when he lost the rope 

on the way down. For Peter it left him in a very difficult position, attached to it upside down by one foot in a sling. You have to be 

quite good at single rope work to be able to rectify a position such as this. 

 

After they had got down they were called upon to assist in sorting out four fatalities, which had just occurred in the next valley. It 

was necessary to establish the identity of the victims and to bury the bodies.       Oliver Lloyd 25.2.78. 
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REVIEWS 

 

Grottes et Canyons 

Les 100 plus belles courses et rondonnées 

by Pierre Minvielle 

Editions Denoël, Paris 

230 pages, 98 francs 

 

The Wessex Library has benefitted by the generous gift of this book by the Speleo Orions as a ‘thank you’ for the hospitality 

shown them on their visits here. 

 

Essentially this is a ‘Super Coffee Table’ guide book aimed at the interested caver, in the format of glossy paper and pictures, but 

with a competent (as far as I can judge) accompanying text detailing the history, difficulty, location and access of each cave, 

together with a fairly detailed route description. 

 

Ninety two caves are described, taken from all the major caving regions of France, and are each allocated two pages of text and 

accompanying photographs, except for the notable exceptions of the Padirac, Pierre St. Martin, Cigalère and the Réseau Trompe 

which each spread to four pages. The drawback to this book that the average caver will find is that the text is in French, however a 

‘schoolboy’ standard in the language suffices for adequate comprehension, and the lavish illustrations for the most part speak for 

themselves. 

 

There are a few small points that caused me to stop and think, one was the inclusion of a few illustrations clearly not up to the 

standard set by the majority, and another a picture of an incorrectly placed karabiner, with an associated description in the text of a 

knot that wasn’t there. 

 

I always find it exciting to read of caves I’ve never visited, and this publication should extend the armchair cavers’ range 

considerably. As to its accuracy, your reviewer hopes shortly to examine some of the caves described and, all being well, should 

be able to pass a more knowledgeable judgement then. 

P.L.H. 

 

 

 

Limestones and Caves of the Peak District: Ed T.D. Ford 

Pub Geo Abstracts Ltd, NORWICH. 469 pp, 106 B&W Plates, Price ppb £11.50 

 

This book is the third BCRA’s Regional Limestones of G.B. series, following North West England by Tony Waltham, and 

Mendip, by Derek Ingle-Smith. Both of these earlier volumes were reviewed in this journal, Vol 13. The earlier Editors gave their 

volumes a distinctive style, and this is also true of the current volume. In fact nearly two thirds of Limestones and Caves of the 

Peak District were written by Trevor Ford, single handed, so the result is very much his personal overview of Derbyshires ‘White 

Peak’. 

 

The book is as usual divided into two main portions, dealing with the structure and geology of the area, and with its Caves, 

respectively. In between short chapters on Archaeology, and Biospaeleology will be found. The latter contains the usual list of 

species, but is enlivened by some superb photomicrographs similar to those recently published in The Science of Spelaeology. 

Your reviewer was pleased to note that Bats have been reinstated as part of the subterranean fauna - surely our best known 

troglophiles -and now claim a section at the end of the chapter. We still have no good explanation of why Bats were omitted from 

the Mendip book altogether. However the real meat of the book is it’s first 230 pages of geology, geomorphology, and Hydrology, 

a discussion of which follows. 

 

The structure of our main limestone regions are very dissimilar, almost the only common factor being the Carboniferous 

Limestone in which most of us explore caves. The Yorkshire limestones are nearly horizontally bedded, and stand high above the 

surrounding valleys. The Mendip limestones are steeply folded and cave streams must climb into higher stratographic horizons 

than their swallet before resurging. The South Wales Caves are near horizontal often following the same limestone beds for mile 

after mile before resurging in a river valley. No such simple generalization can be made about Derbyshire caves or limestone the 

structure is a complex series of reef, fore-reef, and lagoonal facies interlaid by layers of Volcanic Tuff, and interlaced by an 

immense network of Lead and Flourspar Veins, Serins, Flats and Pipes, many of which contribute to the complexity of the 

drainage. Arguably the limestone geology of the Peak District is the most difficult area of the U.K. to write about - a challenge to 

any author. 

 

At the start of the book Trevor Ford describes the geological history of the region from Cambrian to Tertiary times in a detailed 

but readable style. Chapters on the Pleistocene, the geological structure, the mineralization and the natural resources of the region 

follow. These chapters will interest the geologically minded caver from any region. A chapter on the Derbyshire Karst tells us that 

there is still much to be learnt about the drainage of the region. Few rivers flow on the surface, and much of the expected 

subterranean drainage has been altered in historically recent times by the driving of mine soughs, many of which now constitute 

major resurgences. This adds an unusual dimension to water tracing - not where does it go, but where did it go 200 years ago! 
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The final chapters form a, detailed gazetteer of Derbyshire caves, divided into eight areas, and written by a variety of authors. Of 

necessity the knowledge of the Hydrology and Cavern Development in some of these areas is incomplete - particularly where 

mineral workings have been prominent. Curiously access details are mostly excluded, and one hopes the landowners will not have 

cause to regret this omission. If anything, the writers have been too thorough in these chapters, mentioning many small caves 

which add nothing to our understanding of the general topic. 

 

At first sight the book looks unusual, the printing being thin and not line justified. The text has in effect been typed and offset 

printed just as the Wessex Journal was until last year. Illustrations throughout the book are adequate; some surface views are clear, 

but many are lacking in tonal values-either too dark, or too watery. Even the underground photos do not all have the clarity they 

deserve - and it is no excuse that worse have been printed elsewhere! 

 

In conclusion your reviewers overall impression of this book is good. The major portion covering the geological history, 

Hydrology and mineralization of the Peak District is really outstanding, and might well have been published separately. The area 

monographs are also well written, and would have stood alone as an issue of BCRA Transactions, or a series of papers; but they 

lack the ‘weight’ to balance the first half of the book. Nevertheless, Limestones and Caves of Derbyshire should be on any serious 

cavers reading list, and despite the price, on bookshelves wherever there are cavers to read it. 

P.R.C. 

 

FROM THE LOG 

 

20.8.77 SWILDON’S HOLE 

Pete Moody, Alison Hooper, Dave Walker and Albert Sole (non member) to the Sidcot dig. Continued to dig upwards through a 

stal band into a layer of clay once more. General lack of enthusiasm for breathing CO2 meant PM & AH were left to increase the 

poor showing of 40 buckets of spoil removed to the acceptable number of 50. 

 

28.8.77 SWILDON’S HOLE 

Quackers, Jeppers and Al Keen to Abandon Hope (White Fire Passage) via Old Approach route. Tried bailing Good Stuff dig into 

No. 1 dam in the (vain) hope that a blockage in the drainage channel might be cleared. Retired uphill to construct a polysack and 

clay to contain the small chamber at the head of WF passage. This is adequate to hold the liquid contents of the dig - the problem 

will be getting them there! 

 

6.9.77 WOOKEY HOLE 

Scubapro boys Jeff Price and Adrian Vanderplank. Quick paddle around then dived from 9 to 20 in very good vis. Many frogs 

present. 

 

24.9.77 SWILDON’S HOLE 

Jeff Price, Chris Milne, Beth Yates and Andy Kingerlee to 

Fault Chamber. Jeff climbed Fault Chamber aven approx. 100ft 

to the top, followed by Chris and Andy. A new rope was put on 

the climb and exit made via the Troubles. 

 

25.9.77 EASTWATER CAVERN 

Pete and Alison to the Upper Series - Found a passage not on 

the survey (but obviously not new) at the base of the climb 

down towards the lower Canyon. It can be seen to open up 

about 3ft from where it becomes too tight - would need bang. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25.9.77 OLD ING - DISMAL HILL 

Rob Harper and Paul Hadfield. Through trip. The dive from Old Ing I / II is not recommended as a free dive despite what 

‘Northern Caves’ says. The initial hand line is tied after 10ft to a shoddy 3mm diving line which leads through to II with some 

flakes en route. Old Ing II is better than I with some swimming and sporting stuff. The dive into Dismal Hill is a pleasant 

straightforward one, about 30ft or so. 

 

2.9.77 STOKE LANE SLOCKER 

Black Maggot CG. A full 20 cu ft bottle and several lead weights ferried down to sump 4 ready for the forth-coming push. The 

great stal boss in III was at last successfully climbed to a most attractive little grotto:- (“Idi Amin’s dream of chocolate chip and 

banana flavoured ice cream grotto”). It has been left tackled so that parties in the immediate future can visit it. 


